Antisemitism and racial Ideology

I have been engaging in rethinking the roots and character of Nazi antisemitism and its relationship to genocide, and also the place of Jews in German society in the century before Nazism.
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Publications

Edited Books

*Beyond the racial state* (Cambridge University Press; in preparation (2015)) (with Devin Pendas and Richard Wetzel)


*German history from the margins* (Bloomington: Indiana University Press 2006), (with Neil Gregor and Nils Roemer)
Articles
“Between acceptance, exceptionalism, and continuity: German Jewry, antisemitism and the Holocaust” *Contemporary European History* vol. 19 (2010), 1, 55-74.

Chapters
“Thinking beyond the racial state” in Devin Pendas, Mark Roseman, and Richard Wetzel (eds.), *Beyond the racial state* (Cambridge University Press, 2015) forthcoming